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FastMeter Client 

This is the FastMeter Client addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, 
fields, and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields.  

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the client vendors must be read and 

understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production May 2005 
B Added Driver Config notes December 2010 
C Formatting Update April 2012 
D Formatting Update January 2016 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any additional information 
about aspects of the FastMeter Client should be referred to QEI 

NOTE 
Some parameters may vary from the displays in the illustrations that follow. This is because 

the “Template.mdb” file currently used by your system may be different. 

Introduction 
 

The FastMeter client handles SEL relay devices.  It uses a combination of 
FastMeter/FastControl protocols and SEL ASCII protocol to retrieve data and execute 
controls to SEL devices. 

The FastMeter client can poll any number of SEL devices simultaneously.  Only one device 
per serial port is allowed, since this protocol does not provide device-specific addressing. 

The FastMeter client operates as follows: 

 
1. The client is always performing binary polls (FastMeter Data polls) Typically, 

FastMeter data is collected as fast as possible, Demand values are updated every 
minute, and PeakDemand values are updated every 5 minutes. 

 
2. FastOperate controls are sent to the applicable device as soon as they are received.  

FastMeter does not send an acknowledgement (or NAK) of fast-operate controls. 
 

3. In addition, supplemental data is obtained using SEL-ASCII polling.  The SEL-ASCII 
polling happens simultaneously with the binary polling, although it is substantially 
slower.  ASCII messages are typically used to retrieve the information from the "met" 
command (metering data) and from the "His" command (Historical event data). 

 
4. The client allows remote access to the Sel device, either through a "shared" port or 

through a "dedicated" port.  It should be noted that these ports are ports on the ePaq.  
Only a single communications port is used on the particular SEL device to handle all 
communications. 
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Remote access can be used to allow configuration or analysis programs to connect to a SEL 
device to retrieve information, or modify device settings.  Binary polling still occurs while 
remote access is active, but SEL-ASCII polls are disabled during this time. (ASCII polling 
commences after the remote port has been idle for 10 seconds, but this will not disconnect or 
interfere with remote access transactions, although they may have to wait for the completion 
of an outstanding ASCII poll. 

Configuration 

Adding a SEL device: 
 

Unlike many other clients in the 6CPP6/ePaq configuration, you should NOT add new SEL 
devices rough the <New> <Field Device> menu selections.  Instead, you should "drag-and-
drop" a preconfigured SEL ied file onto your configuration.  To do this, you should start 
ConfigWiz, then open up an explorer window to the directory where your ied files are stored.  
Click on the desired file, and "drag" it onto the ConfigWiz window.  The SEL IED's report data 
in widely-varying formats, and the preconfigured IED files are already designed with this 
information in mind. 

 
As of this writing, the following IED files are available: 
 
 sel251.ied 
 sel300g.ied 
 sel300g1.ied 
 sel300g2.ied 
 sel300g3.ied 
 sel311b.ied 
 sel311c.ied 
 sel311l.ied 
 sel351.ied 
 sel351a.ied 
 sel351r.ied 
 sel352.ied 
 sel387.ied 
 sel387a.ied 
 sel387e.ied 
 sel421.ied 
 sel451.ied 
 sel487b.ied 
 sel501.ied 
 sel551.ied 
 sel587z.ied 
 sel651r.ied 
 sel701.ied 
 sel734.ied 
 
 
If you need to create an ied file for a SEL device not listed here, you can make your own file.  
See "Creating a Custom SEL IED file" later in this document for more information. 
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Configuration Parameters 

Driver: 
 

The Driver has 2 configuration parameters, RemPort and RemEPort.  These are used to 
select a single port for shared access to all SEL devices connected to the RTU. 

Select the appropriate port to be used.  If this is an ePort, you should select "EPort" for the 
RemPort field, and select the appropriate EPort (starting with 1) in the RemEPort field.  
(However, if you are connecting to the SEL devices over Ethernet, it's probably better to NOT 
use the shared port, but instead assign a separate EPort connection to each device (see IED 
Configuration below.) 

To connect to remote devices using this port, you must first enter the command: 

   port n<enter> 

Where n is the number of the IED you wish to connect to.  "port 1" will connect to the first 
configured IED. 

Note that you can configure both a dedicated port and a shared port if you like.  This might be 
useful for providing remote access (i.e., dedicated ports over Ethernet) and local access 
(shared access through a separate serial port.) 

NOTE: It may take several seconds to respond at first; this is because the fastmeter client 
may be in the middle of a long ASCII poll which needs to finish before an external user can 
get access.  Also, even while you're doing this access, the FastMeter client may sneak an 
ascii poll in while you're connected.  In any case, the client continues to send binary polls as 
well, so the response may feel a little "choppy". 

NOTE: the "Port N" command, N refers to the SEL IED number (not the port number).  So, 
the first SEL IED in your configuration can be accessed using "port 1", the second SEL IED 
using "port 2", etc. 

IED Configuration: 

Address 
 

Port/Eport:  These fields select the port used to communicate between the ePaq and the SEL 
device. 

L1Pass:  You should enter the level-one password for the SEL device here.  Remember that 
SEL passwords are case-sensitive! 

L2Pass:  This field is provided for entering the level-2 password.  At the moment, this field is 
not used, since all commands used by this client are accessible with level-one access. 

RemPort/RemEPort:  These fields are used to select a dedicated pass-thru port to allow 
direct access to the SEL device from an external source (i.e. a laptop) If you do not want to 
configure a dedicated port for this access, set RemPort to "None".  Even without a dedicated 
port, remote access is still available through the shared port (if a shared port is configured). In 
most configurations, this dedicated port is likely to be an ePort (although using a serial port is 
certainly possible). 
 
Unlike the shared port access, you do not need to enter the "port n" command to access the 
device; simply connect your laptop (or other device) to the RemPort and start typing (or run  
configuration or data-retrieval software). 
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DateFmt:  Many SEL relays can be configured to report dates either in the form "YY/MM/DD" 
or the form "MM/DD/YY".  You should use this field to specify which of the two formats is 
being used by the device.  If this field is set incorrectly, time-synchs and ASCII time-stamps 
will not function correctly! 

 

AnaScale 
 

The AnaScale field allows you to specify how Analog values are scaled before being reported 
to the RTU's servers.  There is one value for each analog point in the IED.  Note that the 
numbering of Analog Scale factors is BEFORE filtering. 

There are two different formats in which analog scale factors can be entered.  These are 
Direct Multiply format and Full-Scale format. 

 

Direct Multiply format: 
 

To specify Direct Multiply format, precede the scale factor value with the letter X.  For 
example: 

X10 - multiplies the value by 10 before reporting 
X.01 - divides the number by 100 before reporting. 
 

With Direct-Multiply format, the reported number will NOT be re-scaled by any servers.  In 
other words, whether your server reports values in 12-bit format or in 16-bit format, the same 
number will be displayed. 

For example, if you have an angle value, which is scaled by X10, an angle of 45.3 degrees 
will be reported as 453 by all servers. 

 

Full-Scale format: 
 

If the analog scale factor is entered as a numeric value, this will be treated as a full-scale 
value.  When the input analog value reaches this level, a server will report it's maximum 
analog value. 

For example, if you have an analog point that is reported in amps, and a scale factor of 300, 
then: 

300 amps wil be reported as 32767 from a 16-bit server 
300 amps wil be reported as 2047 from a 12-bit server 

Likewise, a value of 150 amps would be reported as 16383 or 1023 respectively. 
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Database Points: 
 

Every IED generates 2 status points: 

1. CommStatus: This point is a 1 if we are able to communicate with the device, and a 0 
if we are not. 

2. RemAccess: This point is a 1 if a remote-access connection is active, and therefore 
blocking ASCII polls. 

 

In addition, the IED's report a number of status and analog points, and provide a number of 
control points.  These vary widely with the specific device, but the points are named in the 
specific IED (using SEL's naming conventions) and therefore can be viewed directly in the 
"Filtering" tab for the specific IED. 

Creating a Custom SEL IED file 
 

If an ied file is not available for a SEL device you need to poll (or if you need to add or modify 
polls for an existing one), QEI provides a utility to allow you to create your own IED files. 

Sel2Ied is a utility program to make the creation of sel IED files easier and more automatic.  It 
takes, as input, a text file with configuration information for the particular device.  It outputs an 
.ied file, suitable for "drag-and-drop" inclusion into a ConfigWiz configuration file. 

Sel2IED does the following: 

1. It creates name entries for all analog, status and control points. 
 

2. It creates the analog and ASCII polling definition strings, and insures that the point 
numbering, as defined by the poll definitions is in agreement with the point names in 
the .ied file. 

 
3. It creates the control opcode,tripcode and closecode tables from a compact control 

description. 
 

4. It automatically generates ASCII poll strings from a "graphical" version of the actual 
received ASCII response. 

 

In order to create a custom IED file, you will need some additional information about the 
device.   

Specifically, you will need: 

1. The manual section for the device, which describes the 
FastMeter and FastControl messages supported by the device.  (This is usually an 
appendix in the user manual, but for some devices it is published as a separate 
document.) 

 
2. You will need to connect to the device using HyperTerm 

(or an equivalent terminal-emulator program) and capture some data from it. Perform 
the following steps: 

 
A. Connect to the device using your Terminal Emulator program 
B. Login to level 1 using the "acc" command.  Enter the password if required. 
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C. Start an ASCII capture of your session 
D. Enter the following commands: 

 
       id 
        bna 
        dna 
        met 
        his 3 

 

(Enter any other ASCII commands that would return data you wish to collect and 
report, although the above are usually sufficient.) 

E. Stop the ASCII capture process, saving the collected file. 
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If you are not familiar with the FastMeter, FastControl, and SEL-ASCII protocols, you should 
really stop here.  Send the captured file (electronically) and the device's FastMeter 
documentation to QEI with a request to have the IED generated for you. 

3. If you are familiar with the various SEL protocols, continue 
by copying the file "template.cfg" to a new filename appropriate to your device (it 
must still have a .cfg suffix). 

 
4. Open up both your captured-text file and your new .cfg file 

in a text editor. (you need to be able to copy data from the capture file to the .cfg file). 
 
5. All lines in the file that BEGIN with an exclamation-point (!) 

are comments.  This file in particular is commented with instructions on how to fill in 
the data.  You should read these.  It will also be helpful to look at some of the 
provided ied configuration files to see actual examples of these. 

 
6. Change the string "@name SELXXX" to "@name Sel220" (for example), to reflect 

this device. 
 

7. If desired, set the @prefix to a prefix which will be prepended to all point names. 
 

8. Copy the string returned from the "bna" command, and paste it into the file on the line 
immediately following "@bna".  Copy only the text, remove any control characters in 
the line. 
 

9. Copy all the strings returned from the dna command into the space between the 
@dna and @end lines. 
 

10. Referring to the FastMeter documentation, find the Digital Offset value in the 
FastMeter data poll.   Convert this to decimal, and change the "@offset" line to reflect 
this. 
 

11. Type in the names of all analog points (in the order in which they are returned), one 
per line, in between the "@float 1" line and the "@end" immediately following it.  
Change the @float to either @int or @double as the type requires, and change the 
"1" to a higher number if more than one cycle of data is returned. 
 

12. Referring to the FastMeter documentation, type in the names of all analogs returned 
in a demand poll, one per line, in the space provided.  The "prefix" command above 
will force these points to all have "Dem" prepended to the point names.  If a 
timestamp is included in the demand poll, find it's offset and edit the line "@offset 
180" with the correct offset.  If there is no timestamp (or you don't want the timestamp 
data to be reported) remove the "@offset" and "@time" lines instead.  If necessary, 
modify the @double to either @int or @float as required. 
 

13. Do the same for the PeakDemand entries.  You should just be able to copy your 
analog point names from the above entry. 
 

14. The next section defines controls for the device.  The defaults (in template.cfg) will 
work for a large number of devices.   
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Each line after the @control line defines a range of controls.  The parameters are: 
 

<name>,<startindex>,<num>,<opcode>,<trip point>,<close point> 
 

<name> is a name for the control.  If you are defining a range of controls, you should add 
a "%d" somewhere in the name.  This %d will be replaced with a number, which 
increments for each control in the range. 

 
<startindex> is the number to use in the name of the first point. 

 
<num> is the number of controls in this group, in decimal. 

 
<opcode> is the opcode to use when sending the control, in hex. 

 
<trip point> is the point number used to trip the control (in hex) 

 
<close point> is the point number used to close the control (in hex). 

 
Note:  In most cases, Sel2IED can recognize the length of a control message by the opcode 
you specify.   
 
There are 3 types of FastControl messages: 
 
      Short - only the opcode is sent (i.e. a5b9) 
      Normal - The 6-byte control message uses an 8-bit point number 
      Extended - The 8-byte control message uses a 16-bit point number 
 
   The following are automatically recognized: 
 
   Opcode Type 
 
    b5      Short 

b9      Short 
 
      e0      Normal 
      e1      Normal 
      e3      Normal 
      ed      Normal 
 
      e5      Extended 
      e6      Extended 
      e7      Extended 
      e8      Extended 
      e9      Extended 
 
 If you need to use other control opcodes, you can force the length as follows: 
 

 If the trip or close code is ffff, a short control is sent. 

 If the upper byte of the trip or close code is ff, a normal control is sent (i.e. ff31). 

 If the upper byte is not ff, an extended control is sent. 
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The controls in "template.cfg" are as follows: 
 
@control 
 
BRKR%d,1,1,e3,31,11 

This defines the breaker control.  Name is BRKR1,one control, uses the command a5e3, 
and sends a 31 for trip, and 11 for close 
 

RB%d,1,16,e0,0,20 
This defines 16 Remote-Bit controls, named RB1 through RB16.  They use the command 
a5e0, and send 0 to trip RB1, 1 to trip RB2, etc.  They use 20 to close RB1, 21 to close 
RB2, etc. 

 
RB%dPulse,1,16,e0,40,40 

This defines 16 Remote-Bit controls, named RB1Pulse through RB16Pulse.  They use 
opcode 40 (and up) to pulse the appropriate remote bit.  These controls pulse the remote 
bit if EITHER a trip or close is done on them (since the trip and close codes are the 
same). 
 

AckStat,1,1,b9,ffff,ffff 
This defines an AckStat control, which sends an "a5b9" on either trip or close (many 
devices use this to clear bits in the bna word).  Note that we have set the trip and close 
codes to ffff (which isn't really necessary, we recognize opcode b9 as a short control so 
these values are ignored.). 

 
@end 
 
The @control section should end with an @end statement. 
 

15. Finally, we create definitions for the ASCII polls needed.  If no ASCII polls are 
required, you can skip this step.  ASCII polls are defined using a few basic 
commands: 

 
@interval - specifies the interval at which the poll is sent 
@apoll - defies the text to be sent for the poll 
@adata - indicates the start of the data to be parsed 
@end - indicates the end of the block. 
 
These are as follows: 
 
@interval 20 

Indicates that the poll should occur at 20-second intervals.  In general, responses to SEL 
ASCII messages are quite slow; specifying a value below 10 seconds usually has little or 
no effect. 

 
@apoll his 3 

Indicates that the poll to send is the "his 3" command (get 3 most recent events)  A 
carriage-return is automatically added to the end of the line.  The "met" and "his 3" 
commands are often the most useful for this purpose. 

 
@adata 

Indicates the start of data to be parsed.  You should copy the original response from the 
device (captured above) into this area.  You should remove any control characters from 
the message, and you CAN remove completely empty lines if you desire.  You should 
NOT remove any lines that have any kind of text in them (except that you can remove all 
lines that are AFTER the LAST data item in the message to be parsed. 
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After copying the device's response, you should then replace any data item you wish 
reported with a special character sequence that will indicate how to parse the message.  
(Note:  <name> and <match> should be substituted with the name of the point to be 
reported (without the angle-brackets), otherwise the sequence should be entered exactly 
as shown). 

 
When parsing a response message, the FastMeter client considers the response to be 
some number of fields separated by spaces.  Therefore, you can add or remove extra 
spaces to the message as long as you do not a) break apart something that originally 
was a single field, or b) remove the last space separating two fields (therefore combining 
them into one). 

 
The character tilde (~) indicates the start of a value to be parsed. 

 
The following forms are used: 

 
~F<name> - scan the value at this location, and report it as an analog point 
 
~=F<name> - Find an equals-sign, and parse the value after it as an analog (useful for 
formats like "VAC=118.6") 
 
~C<name> - Convert the text at this location to two characters, reported as an analog value 
 
~D<name> - Convert a date, of the form mm/dd/yy (or yy/dd/mm) to  3 analogs named  
<name>Yr, <name>Mon, and <name>Day 
 
~T<name> - Convert a time, of the form hh:mm:ss.uuuu to 4 analogs named <name>Hr, 
<name>Min, <name>Sec, and <name>Msec. If the .uuuu field is not present, Msec will be 
reported as 0. 
 
~S<name> - Evaluate the value as a number, report it as a status input.  The reported value 
will be a 1 if the value is >= 1, 0 otherwise. 
 
~S<name>/<match>/ This creates a status point.  The value will be reported as a 1 if the text 
found at this location matches <match>, otherwise it will be reported as a 0.  For example, 
the line: 
 
      ~SAPfDir/LEAD/   ~SBPfDir/LEAD/  ~SCPfDir/LEAD/ 
 
      Creates 3 status points, named: 

 APFDir,  

 BPFDir,  

 CPFDir. 
 
These points have the value 1 if the text "LEAD" is found in the response, otherwise they will 
be reported as a 0 (presumably LAG was found instead). 
 
For specific examples of how these are used, you should refer to the .cfg files originally 
supplied by QEI, which provide numerous examples of the formatting strings used. 
 

16. Save the .cfg file you have created.  You must now convert this file to a .ied file.  Do 
this by running the "sel2ied.exe" program.  You need to specify the base name of 
your .cfg file.  For example, running "sel2ied sel351"  would process the input file 
"sel351.cfg" and create the file "sel351.ied". 
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The IED file you've created is now ready to be used in ConfigWiz, and can be "dragged 
and dropped" just like one of the preconfigured IED files.  Of course, after creating or 
modifying any .cfg file you should thoroughly test the results to make sure the file 
matches the data and protocol as supported by the SEL device. 

Summary of Sel2Ied Directives 
 

The Sel2Ied program recognizes and processes the following directives: 
 
! - Comment 

Any line with an exclamation point as the first character is treated as a comment and is 
ignored by Sel2Ied.  Comments can occur on any line of the file, even in the midst of 
other data fields.  Blank lines are also ignored. 

 
@name <name> 

This directive is used to provide a name for the ied. 
 
@end 

This directive indicates the end of a data block.  It is used for    the 
@bna,@dna,@int,@float,@double, and @adata directives to terminate them.  @end is 
almost always optional, since any other directive (starting with '@') will also terminate 
these blocks. 

 
@prefix <prefix> 

The @prefix directive defines a name prefix that will be prepended to the names of all 
variables created after this directive.  A new @prefix directive will override a previous 
one.  If @prefix has no argument, the prefix is set to an empty string. 

 
@interval 

This directive defines the interval, in seconds at which all subsequent polls will be done, 
until a new @interval directive is read. 

 
@opcode <hex code> 

@opcode defines a binary fastmeter poll, which will be done at the current poll interval 
rate.  @opcode must have an argument, in hex, which is the opcode to be sent.  The 
actual fastmeter message will be the 2-byte sequence: 0xa5 <hex code>. 

 
Following an @opcode directive, the response to that request can be parsed for return 
values by the following directives: 

 
@offset <decimal offset> 

Indicates an offset from the start of the FastMeter response at which to begin parsing 
values.  The dna,bna,int,float,double, and time directives should ALWAYS be preceded 
by an @offset directive! 

 
@bna 

The @bna command should be followed by a single line containing the ASCII output from 
the device's "bna" command (get binary names). 

 
    For example: 
 
   @bna 

   "*","*","*","STSET","STFAIL","STWARN","*","*","0987" 
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(Note: in case you need to create these manually, the checksum field at the end of "bna" 
and "dna" data lines is not required).  The BNA command causes status points to be 
created for all points in this list which are not "*" (i.e. all valid status points). 

 
@dna 

The @dna command acts similarly to the @bna command, except that it expects a 
number of lines of text (as reported by the "dna"" command to the device).  The dna 
directive will remove all "*" points from the end of the list.  Any "*" points within the list will 
be parsed, but configured to be filtered out in the IED. 

 
 

@int <nsamples> 
@float <nsamples> 
@double <nsamples> 

 
The @int, @float, and @double directives parse analog values from the buffer.  @int parses 
a number of 2-byte integers, @float parses 4-byte ieee floating-points, and @double parses 
8-byte double-precision floats. 
 
These directives should be followed by a list of point names, one per line. The number of 
values parsed is determined by the number of names provided.  The list ends when another 
directive is parsed (usually an @end).  
 
    Comments and blank lines are allowed and ignored in the name list. 
 
These 3 directives require a single numeric argument, nsamples.  Nsamples is determined as 
follows: 
 
      0 - The numbers are single quantities (Typical for demand messages) 
      1 - The numbers are two sets of data, from the first and second quarter-cycle 
      2 - The numbers are 4 sets of data, from the first, second, fifth, and sixth quarter cycles. 
 
If nsamples is 0, one analog value is created for each name in the list. if nsamples > 0, then 
two points are created for each name, suffixed with "Mag" and "Ang" (representing the 
magnitude and angle of the vector quantity). 
 
@time <name> 

This directive extracts a timestamp from the message, and reports it as 7 analog values 
(year, month, day, hour, minute, second, msec) starting with point "first".  NOTE:  After 
parsing the T operation, all subsequent data values FROM THIS POLL ONLY will be 
reported using that time as a timestamp.  Therefore, it is often wise to do this scan either 
first (if you want the timestamp to be applied) or last (if you want the time-of-receipt to be 
used instead). 

 
Seven Analog points are created, with the prefix <name> and the suffixes  
Yr,Mon,Day,Hr,Min,Sec, and Msec respectively. 

 
For example, "@time Event" creates the points EventYr, EventMon, EventDay, etc. 
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@control 
The @control directive defines a block of control points for the device.  Each line after the 
@control line defines a range of controls.  The parameters are: 

 
<name>,<startindex>,<num>,<opcode>,<trip point>,<close point> 

 
<name> is a name for the control.  If you are defining a range of controls, you should add 
a "%d" somewhere in the name.  This %d will be replaced with a number, which 
increments for each control in the range.   

 
   <startindex> is the number to use in the name of the first point. 
   <num> is the number of controls in this group, in decimal. 
   <opcode> is the opcode to use when sending the control, in hex. 
   <trip point> is the point number used to trip the control (in hex) 
   <close point> is the point number used to close the control (in hex). 

 
Note:  In most cases, Sel2IED can recognize the length of a control message by the opcode 
you specify.   
 
There are 3 types of FastControl messages: 
 
      Short - only the opcode is sent (i.e. a5b9) 
      Normal - The 6-byte control message uses an 8-bit point number 
      Extended - The 8-byte control message uses a 16-bit point number 
 
   The following are automatically recognized: 
 
    Opcode      Type 
 
        b5     Short 
       b9     Short 
 
        e0     Normal 
        e1     Normal 
        e3     Normal 
        ed     Normal 
 
        e5     Extended 
        e6     Extended 
        e7     Extended 
        e8     Extended 
        e9     Extended 
 
   If you need to use other control opcodes, you can force the length as follows: 
 

- If the trip or close code is ffff, a short control is sent. 
- If the upper byte of the trip or close code is ff, a normal control is sent (i.e. ff31). 
- If the upper byte is not ff, an extended control is sent. 

 
@apoll <poll command> 

Similar to the @opcode directive, the @apoll directive causes an ASCII poll to be sent to 
the device at the current interval rate.  All text after "@apoll" is sent, followed by a 
carriage-return. 

 
    The poll command can contain spaces. 
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@adata 
The @adata command provides a sample of a device's response to an ASCII poll, with 
embedded control fields that dictate how data values will be extracted from the message.  
An @adata section should be terminated by an @end directive. 

 
For details on using this command, refer to "Creating Custom Sel Ieds" in this document. 

 
The following directives are recognized within an "@adata" area: 

 
~F<name> - scan the value at this location, and report it as an analog point 
 
~=F<name> - Find an equals-sign, and parse the value after it as an analog (useful for 
formats like "VAC=118.6") 
 
~C<name> - Convert the text at this location to two characters, reported as an analog value 
 
~D<name> - Convert a date, of the form mm/dd/yy (or yy/dd/mm) to 3 analogs named 
<name>Yr, <name>Mon, and <name>Day 
 
~T<name> - Convert a time, of the form hh:mm:ss.uuuu to 4 analogs named <name>Hr, 
<name>Min, <name>Sec, and <name>Msec.  If the .uuuu field is not present, Msec will be 
reported as 0. 
 
~S<name> - Evaluate the value as a number, report it as a status input.  The reported value 
will be a 1 if the value is >= 1, 0 otherwise. 
 
~S<name>/<match>/ This creates a status point.  The value will be reported as a 1 if the text 
found at this location matches <match>, otherwise it will be reported as a 0.  For example, 
the line: 
 
      ~SAPfDir/LEAD/   ~SBPfDir/LEAD/  ~SCPfDir/LEAD/ 
 
Creates 3 status points, named: 
 

 APFDir  

 BPFDir  

 CPFDir   
 
These points have the value 1 if the text "LEAD" is found in the response; otherwise they will 
be reported as a 0 (presumably LAG was found instead). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


